In this paper, we propose to use pre-trained features from end-to-end ASR models to solve the speech sentiment analysis problem as a down-stream task. We show that end-toend ASR features, which integrate both acoustic and text information from speech, achieve promising results. We use RNN with self-attention as the sentiment classifier, which also provides an easy visualization through attention weights to help interpret model predictions. We use well benchmarked IEMOCAP dataset and a new large-scale sentiment analysis dataset SWBD-senti for evaluation. Our approach improves the-state-of-the-art accuracy on IEMOCAP from 66.6% to 71.7%, and achieves an accuracy of 70.10% on SWBD-senti with more than 49,500 utterances.
INTRODUCTION
Speech sentiment analysis is an important problem for interactive intelligence systems with broad applications in many industries, e.g., customer service, health-care, and education. The task is to classify a speech utterance into one of a fixed set of categories, such as positive, negative or neutral. Despite its importance, speech sentiment analysis remains a challenging problem, due to rich variations in speech, like different speakers and acoustic conditions. In addition, existing sentiment datasets are relatively small-scale, which has limited the research development.
The key challenge in speech sentiment analysis is how to learn a good representation that captures the emotional signals and remains invariant under different speakers, acoustic conditions, and other natural speech variations. Traditional approaches employed acoustic features, such as band-energies, filter banks, and MFCC features [1, 2, 3, 4] , or raw waveform [5] to predict sentiment. However, models trained on low-level features can easily overfit to noise or sentiment irrelevant signals. One way to remove variations in speech is to transcribe the audio into text, and use text features to predict sentiment [6] . Nonetheless, sentiment signals in the * The author performed the work while interned at Google. speech, like laughter, can be lost in the transcription. Latest works [7, 8, 9, 10] try to combine acoustic features with text, but it is unclear what is the best way to fuse the two modalities. Other general feature learning techniques, like unsupervised learning [11] and multi-task learning [12] have also been explored.
In this work, we introduce a new direction to tackle the challenge. We propose to use end-to-end (e2e) automatic speech recognition (ASR) as pre-training [8, 13, 14, 15] , and solve the speech sentiment as a down-stream task. This approach is partially motivated by the success of pre-training in solving tasks with limited labeled data in both computer visionand language. Moreover, the e2e model combines both acoustic and language model of traditional ASR, thus can seamlessly integrate the acoustic and text features into one representation. We hypothesize that this ASR pre-trained representation works well on sentiment analysis. We compare different sentiment decoders on ASR features, and apply spectrum augmentation [16] to reduce overfitting in training.
To further advance the study of the speech sentiment task, we annotate a subset of switchboard telephone conversations [17] with sentiment labels, and create the SWBD-senti dataset. It contains 140 hours speech with 49,500 samples 1 , which is 10 times larger than IEMOCAP [18] , the current largest one. We evaluate the performance of pre-trained ASR features on both IEMOCAP and SWBD-senti. On IEMO-CAP, we improve the state-of-the-art sentiment analysis accuracy from 66.6% to 71.7%. On SWBD-senti, we achieve 70.10% accuracy on the test set, outperforming strong baselines.
APPROACH
In this section, we introduce our method to use ASR features for sentiment analysis. We first describe the end-to-end ASR model, and then introduce how we use ASR features for sentiment analysis. Lastly, we describe SpecAugment, a technique we use to reduce overfitting in training.
Assume the input speech waveform has been transformed into a sequence of vectors, for example the log-mel features which we denote as x 1:T = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T ). For sentiment Fig. 1 . We propose to use pre-trained features from e2e ASR model to solve sentiment analysis. We apply SpecAugment to reduce overfitting in the training. The best performed sentiment decoder is RNN with self-attention.
task, the output is a label for the sequence, denoted as y.
End-to-end ASR Models
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is the problem of finding the most likely word sequence given a speech sequence.
Recently end-to-end models have produced state-of-the-art performances in ASR tasks [8] , without a separate pronunciation or language model. In this work, we focus on one type of e2e model, RNN Transducer (RNN-T) [19] , due to its simplicity. Let z 1:L be the output word sequence in ASR, where z l ∈ Z from graphmes. RNN-T predicts the output by an encoderdecoder model. The encoder maps the input x 1:T to a hidden representation f 1:T , while the decoder maps the hidden representation f 1:T to the text z 1:L .
The encoder is analogous to the acoustic model in traditional ASR systems, where information in the speech is encoded into a higher-level vector representation. The decoder serves two purposes: first, it functions as the language model in traditional ASR. Secondly, it computes a distribution over all possible input-output alignments [19] . In practice, the language model module is called prediction network, and the alignment module is called joint network in RNN-T [8] . The encoder-decoder network can be jointly trained end-to-end. Details on the training and inference algorithm can be found in [20] .
The encoder can be viewed as a feature extractor, which encodes useful information in the speech into f 1:T . We hypothesize that f 1:T contains rich sentiment signal, as it preserves both linguistic and acoustic characteristics. Next we will describe how we use the ASR encoder features to classify sentiment. Fig. 1 demonstrates the proposed framework. We take the encoder from the end-to-end ASR system, and freeze the encoder weights as a feature extractor. Note ASR feature f 1:T is a sequence with variable length. Our sentiment classifier first transforms f 1:T into a fixed length embedding, and the embedding is then fed into a softmax classifier to predict the sentiment label y. We call the process of mapping ASR features into fix length embedding as sentiment decoder. The sentiment decoder is trained with cross-entropy loss. In what follows, we compare three sentiment decoders. MLP with pooling. A straightforward strategy is to build a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) on f 1:T , and apply average (max) pooling overtime to convert to a fixed-length representation. RNN with pooling. However, MLP treats each time step in the sequence independently, which is not ideal when predicting sentiment, as sentiment depends on the context. RNN is a prominent tool in modeling sequential data and is particularly good at storing and accessing context information over a sequence. We feed f 1:T into a bi-directional LSTM (bi-LSTM), and concatenate the outputs of both forward and backward LSTMs into h 1:T . We can either take the last hidden state h T , or the average (max) pooling over h 1:T , as the sequence embedding. RNN with multi-head self-attention. Learning long-term dependencies is yet a challenge for RNN and we argue that global context is not strictly necessary when predicting sentiment. In fact, sentiment can be inferred from local contexts. To this end, we propose to use a multi-head self-attention layer [21] to replace the pooling or last hidden state. The multiple-head attention layer can jointly attend to different subspaces of the input representation. Furthermore, the attention alleviates the burden of learning long-term dependencies in LSTM via direct access to hidden states of the whole sequence [22] . As a convenient side product, the soft attention weight provides an easy-to-visualize interpretation for the prediction.
Sentiment Decoder on ASR Features
Specifically, the multi-head self-attention computes multiple weighted sum of the LSTM hidden states, where the weights are given by soft attention vectors. Assume the attention layer has n a heads with d a dimensions for each head. h a and d a are hyper-parameters of our choice. The input to the attention head are the bi-LSTM hidden states h 1:T ∈ R T ×d k , which has length T and dimension d k . The attention vector a i and the output v i of the i-th head is computed as
where the query token w i Q ∈ R 1×da , the key projection matrix w i K ∈ R da×d k and the value projection matrix w i V ∈ R da×d k , are learnable parameters. a i ∈ R T is the scaled dot-product attention [22] probability. The weighted sum of hidden states v i ∈ R da is output. By concatenating the outputs from n a heads, we obtain a fixed size embedding of length n a × d a , which is then fed into softmax to classify sentiment.
Spectrogram Augmentation
To reduce the overfitting problem in training sentiment classifiers, we employ Spectrogram Augmentation (SpecAugment) [16] . At training time, SpecAugment applies random transformations to the input, namely warping and masking on frequency channels or time steps, while keeps the label unchanged. Sentiment decoders trained with SpecAugment are invariant to small variations in the acoustic features, which can improve the generalization.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup in Sect. 3.1, and then show that our method using pre-trained ASR features can help sentiment analysis in Section 3.2. We also examine the contribution of different components in our method in Section 3.3. Lastly in Section 3.4, we visualize the attention weights to interpret the predictions, which can shed light on why ASR features can benefit the sentiment task.
Experiment Setup
Data. We use two datasets IEMOCAP and SWBD-senti in the experiments. IEMOCAP [18] is a well-benchmarked speech emotion recognition dataset. It contains approximately 12 hours audiovisual recording of both scripted and improvised interactions performed by actors 2 . Following the protocol in [1, 7, 9, 10] , we experiment on a subset of the data, which contains 4 emotion classes {happy+excited, neutral, sad, angry}, with {1708, 1084, 1636, 1103} utterances respectively. We report 10-fold (leave-one-speaker-out) cross validation results.
To further investigate speech sentiment task, we annotate a subset of switchboard telephone conversations [17] with three sentiment labels, i.e. negative, neutral and positive, and create the SWBD-senti dataset. SWBD-senti has over 140 hours of speech which contains approximately 49.5k utterances. We split 10% of SWBD-senti into a holdout set and a test set with 5% each. We report the accuracy on the test set. Table 1 provides a summary and comparison of two datasets. Emotional expressions in IEMOCAP are elicited through acting in hypothetical scenarios, while sentiment in SWBD-senti is from natural conversations between friends. As a result, the class distribution in SWBD-senti is lightly imbalanced, with neutral, positive, and negative take up 51.8%, 30.9%, and 17.3% respectively. Besides, utterances in SWBD-senti are generally longer. SWBD-senti is more challenging than IEMOCAP, but closer to real applications. Metrics. We report both weighted accuracy WA and unweighted accuracy UA, commonly used for speech sentiment [7, 10] . WA is the conventional classification accuracy, i.e. the percentage of samples correctly labeled by the model. To sidestep the effect of class imbalance on WA, we also report UA, the average accuracy of different classes.
Baselines.
We compare the proposed approach to both single-modality and multi-modality models. A single-modality model uses audio inputs only, while a multi-modality model uses both audio and ASR transcription as inputs. On IEMO-CAP, we use the state-of-the-art results [1, 7] from both approaches reported in the literature as baselines. On SWBDsenti, we implemented our own baselines. Model Architecture. All experiments use 80-dimensional features, computed with a 25ms window and shifted every 10ms. We use a pre-trained RNN-T model trained from YouTube videos described in [23] . The encoder stacks a macro layer 3 times, where the macro layer consist of 1-D convolution with filter width 5 and 512 filters with stride 1, a 1-D max pooling layer with width 2 and stride 2, and 3 bidirectional LSTM layers with 512 hidden unites on each direction and a 1536-dimensional projection per layer. The prediction network has a unidirectional LSTM with 1024 hidden unit. The joint network has 512 hidden units and the final output use graphemes.
For the sentiment classifier, we use 1 bidirectional LSTM layer and 1 multi-head self-attention layer. The bi-LSTM has 64 dimensions in each direction, and the attention layer has 8 heads with 32 dimensions each. For other sentiment decoders in Section 3.3, we use respective layers matching the number of hidden nodes. All the models are trained with Adam optimizer in the open-source Lingvo toolkit [24] using learning rate 10 −4 , and gradient clipping norm 4.0. Table 2 summarizes the main results of our approach and state-of-the-art methods in the literature on IEMOCAP and SWBD-senti. We provide a reference of human performances on both datasets, which is essentially the average agreement percentage among annotators. Since sentiment evaluation is subjective, human performance is an upper bound on the accuracies. Comparing human performance on SWBD-senti with IEMOCAP, we confirm that SWBD-senti is more challenging.
Sentiment Classification
On IEMOCAP, ASR features together with RNN and self-attention decoder achieves 71.7% accuracy (WA), which improves the state-of-the-art by 5.1%. On SWBD-senti, a naive baseline to predict the neutral class for all samples can achieve 51.8% WA and 33.3% UA. Training deep models directly on acoustic features suffers from severe ovefitting, 
Ablation Study
In this section, we study the contribution of different components in the proposed method. We compare the performances of different sentiment decoders, and analyze the effect of SpecAugment.
In table 3 , the first row is our best performing model, which trains a bi-LSTM with attention decoder on ASR features using SpecAugment. We refer to it as the base model. The second and third rows are based on different sentiment decoders, MLP with pooling and RNN with pooling respectively. RNN with attention is better than RNN with pooling while RNN with pooling is better than MLP with pooling. Somewhat surprisingly, a simple MLP with ASR features achieves 68.68% accuracy which already improves over the current state-of-the-art 66.6% in the literature. This demonstrates the effectiveness of pre-trained ASR models. The last row reports the accuracy of the base model when trained without SpecAugment, which is roughly 1% worse. In all our experiments, we find SpecAugment consistently helpful on different sentiment decoders and datasets. 
Attention visualization
We can interpret the prediction by examining the attention probability a i (see Sect. 2.2) on utterances. a i is a sequence the same length as the ASR features, and its element indicates how much each audio frame contributes to the prediction. However, it is hard to illustrate attention over audio on paper. Instead, we visualize attention over ASR transcripts, by running alignment and taking average attention of frames aligned to one word as its weight. We add special tokens, like "[LAUGHTER]" or "[BREATHING]", to the ASR text to annotate special non-verbal vocalizations for the visualization purpose. We quantize the attention weights into three bins, and draw a heat map in Fig. 2 . The visualization result partially demonstrates how our model with e2e ASR features integrates both acoustic feature and language features and helps with sentiment analysis. Fig. 2 . Attention visualization on IEMOCAP examples from different sentiment classes. There are two notable patterns that have larger weights: specific vocalizations, like laughter and breathing, and indicating words, like "great" and "damn". This supports our hypothesis that ASR features contain both acoustic and text information.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we demonstrate pre-trained features from the end-to-end ASR model are effective on sentiment analysis. It improves the-state-of-the-art accuracy on IEMOCAP dataset from 66.6% to 71.7%. Moreover, we create a large-scale sentiment dataset SWBD-senti, which will facilitate future research in this field. Our future work includes experimenting with unsupervised learned speech features, as well as applying end-to-end ASR features to other down-stream tasks like diarization, speaker identification, and etc.
